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MEMBERS’ STATEMENTS 
Water Corporation Survey, Inclusion Of Premier’s Name 

HON NORMAN MOORE (Mining and Pastoral - Leader of the Opposition) [5.35 pm]:  We have come across 
our first glitch.  There are two days in the week on which government business is dealt with directly after 
questions without notice are taken.  If the Leader of the House is so persuaded, obviously question time can go a 
little longer.  However, on two days - that is, today and Friday - half an hour is set aside for question time.  I 
rationalise that on the basis that there are now four question time sessions during the week instead of three, so 
the extra time is made up by that extra day.  We will need to think about how all that works in the context of the 
changeover at the end of question time.   

Today in question time I asked a question of the Minister for Government Enterprises about a survey that the 
Water Corporation has been undertaking.  I have asked for the results of that survey to be tabled.  The minister 
refused to table the results, but he tabled for me a copy of the question and said that he was not prepared to table 
the survey results because the survey contained the names of other individuals who are not public figures and 
who are being considered by the Water Corporation as a person who could present the Government’s position on 
the water strategy.  I accepted that we did not want to know who those people were, even though I know who 
they are because the people who have been surveyed have told me.  I do not want to know what people think 
about those individuals because they are not public figures.  However, the Premier’s name was listed as one of 
those persons in the survey.  I do not know how that happened.  The Premier said that he did not know about it.  
One answer to a question indicated that it was decided by a level 4 officer in the Water Corporation.  Another 
answer indicated that it was a deliberate strategy to benchmark the recognition of the other persons against that 
of the Premier.  I do not know.  However, the bottom line is that at taxpayers’ expense by the Water Corporation, 
this question was asked of people in a survey conducted by a public opinion company.  The question states “I 
would now like to ask your opinion on a few different personalities from within the WA community which you 
may or may not be familiar with.”  Then the people conducting the survey read out the names of the persons and 
asked, “Do you consider this person to be honest and trustworthy?”, to which people answered yes, no or do not 
know.  The next question was, “Do you consider this person would be credible as a presenter introducing and 
explaining the WA State Government’s strategies and initiatives to secure sustainable water supplies for the 
future?”, to which people answered yes, no or do not know.  The next question was, “Overall, how suitable 
would you consider this person as a TV presenter introducing and explaining the WA State Government’s water 
strategies and initiatives?”, to which people answered highly suitable, somewhat suitable, not very suitable, not 
at all suitable or do not know.  Those three questions were asked about the Premier and six other people.  The 
Premier says that he did not know that his name was being used, which I find extraordinary.  However, what the 
Government now has and will not table - for the benefit of the Greens (WA) - is the results of the survey.  I am 
asking only for the results of the survey questions about the Premier.  I do not want to know about Peter Bell and 
all the rest.  I just want to know whether the Premier is honest and trustworthy, whether he is credible and how 
suitable he would be to present the Government’s position on the water strategy.  I thought that if the results of 
that survey were very positive and that the Premier was seen by 97 per cent of the population to be honest and 
trustworthy, a credible presenter and a suitable person to present the Government’s position, they would have 
been tabled the first day I asked for them.  However, the Government will not table the results.  I do not know 
whether the results of the survey are good or bad.  The Government-Labor Party had a private company conduct 
a survey on behalf of a public enterprise about the attitude of the people of Western Australia to the Premier.  
Either the Labor Party should pay the Water Corporation for that survey and keep it as Labor Party material, or it 
should be presented to the House so that we can see what our taxpayer dollars have been spent on.  Having made 
a contribution to the Water Corporation - I am a water consumer and I pay my water rates - I want to see the 
public opinion survey that was paid with my money.  I have asked many questions about this issue, and I have 
been fobbed off.  Yesterday, when I asked the Minister for Government Enterprises - who is not in charge of the 
Government’s water strategy - about the decision-making processes in the Water Corporation and whether it was 
satisfactory that a level 4 officer had decided to include the Premier’s name in a public opinion survey, he 
replied that I was making a mountain out of a molehill.  I would have thought that the minister was being derelict 
in his duty if he allowed that to happen in a corporation for which he is responsible without doing anything about 
it.  The minister should tell the Chairman of the Water Corporation that that is not a satisfactory arrangement.  
The Water Corporation has paid for a public opinion survey that relates to the Premier, and that information 
should be made available to the public.  Again, I ask the minister to table the findings in respect of only the 
Premier, so that we all know what we got for our taxpayers’ money.  If the results of the survey are so bad that 
the Government does not want to release it, it should at least pay the Water Corporation the cost of the survey.   

Wild Dogs, Effect on Pastoral Stations 
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HON PADDY EMBRY (South West) [5.43 pm]:  Approximately two weeks ago, Hon Bruce Donaldson read 
out a list of stations that were being severely affected by wild dogs.  I am interested to learn what action the 
Government has taken on this matter.  There is a sense of urgency in this matter and it should not be sloughed 
off.   

I recently spoke with a friend of mine who was halfway through mustering for shearing.  His station backs onto 
the Simpson Desert.  The minister has made the Government’s view quite clear; that is, if the dogs are resident 
on the station, they are the station owner’s responsibility.  However, my friend assures me that most of the dogs 
live in the Simpson Desert and enter his station to kill and feed.  There were no lambs in the first half of the 
mustering of the ewes.  The new lambing season in that area will commence in May or June.  We are now in 
April, so it is a matter of urgency that the Government fulfil its responsibility as the landowner of the Simpson 
Desert.  It is no good leaving this matter alone for six months.   

A station called Glenayle also backs onto the Simpson desert -  

Hon John Fischer interjected.   

Hon PADDY EMBRY:  I am advised that it is the Great Sandy Desert.  I am not as familiar with that area as I 
am with others.   

The owners of that station, which is on the Canning Stock Route, have seen packs with up to 40 dogs.  They are 
concerned about city-based and other tourists who camp in that area.  I put the Government on notice - it will be 
shameful if a tragic accident occurs in that area and if the Government has done nothing realistic to address the 
problem.   

Dr Patricia Vinnicombe 

HON ROBIN CHAPPLE (Mining and Pastoral) [5.47 pm]:  I rise tonight to speak on the passing of a good 
person and friend, Patricia Vinnicombe.  Pat is survived by her partner, Dr George Kendrick, her son, Gavin 
Carter, and her stepson, Peter Kendrick.   

Pat was consumed by the same passion as I am; that is, the protection of Aboriginal heritage and the 
interconnectedness between indigenous people and mother Earth.  We arrived at this position from different 
perspectives; I had worked in Aboriginal communities throughout the Northern Territory and Pat had been a 
leading international anthropologist.   

Pat was born on a farm in the Natal province of South Africa at the foot of the Drakensberg mountains, where 
she later completed outstanding scholarly work on indigenous rock art.  Her 1976 book, People of the Eland, is 
acclaimed by rock art specialists as the world benchmark in the study and preservation of rock art.  This 
scholastic work moved beyond the normal academic enterprise of recording and interpreting petroglyphs to the 
active discussion of the artists, the Bushmen.  Her interest in the preservation of art was encouraged by her 
teachers, the renowned professors Raymond Dart and Philip Tobias, and by Jean Humphreys, who taught Pat the 
importance of accurate tracings of rock art.  She continued her research in the mid 1950s at the British Museum 
in London, and then at other institutions in Europe, working alongside such notable archaeologists and rock art 
specialists as Kenneth Oakley and Henri Breuil.   

In the late 1970s, Pat moved to Australia where she took up posts in both the New South Wales National Parks 
and Wildlife Service and with the Aboriginal Affairs Department of Western Australia.  After leaving AAD, Pat 
was appointed an honorary associate of the WA Museum, a member of the Kimberley Society and engaged in 
the research of the Bardi dancing boards.  She was actively involved in research and the cultural heritage of the 
Burrup Peninsula, world renowned for its outstanding collection of ancient petroglyphs, for which she 
passionately felt the need to implement sensible cultural and heritage management.   

Pat was a deeply respected researcher among her colleagues and among the Aboriginal communities in which 
she was welcomed.  She will be sorely missed by all.  I was with Pat last Saturday, the day before she passed 
away.  She seemed to be in good health and was giving her usual impassioned talk about the Burrup and about 
the relationship between Aboriginal people and their country.  I did not see Pat on Sunday, because she set off 
for an area in King Bay in the Pistol Ranges, while I went to the other end of the Pistol Ranges.  Unfortunately, I 
never touched base with her again, because as I boarded a plane, Pat, according to what colleagues have told me, 
collapsed at Mercure and although she was revived for a short while, she had passed away by the time she had 
reached Karratha Hospital.   

Pat was a magnificent human being, scholar and friend, and an energetic and vital lover of life.  She was a 
dispassionate assessor of evidence and a passionate champion of the issues for which her deep pursuit of 
knowledge was significant.  I am deeply saddened by her passing.  Aboriginal people and their heritage will miss 
their champion.  God bless you, Pat.  I knew you and I loved you.   
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Legislative Council, Temporary Chamber 

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [5.50 pm]:  I would like to congratulate you, Mr President, and the 
officers and staff of the House on the arrangements that have been made for our temporary accommodation 
while our Chamber is unavailable and for the very smooth way in which it has taken place.  I am enjoying this 
Chamber more than the usual one.  I can sit in the chairs without needing to have something underneath my seat 
and I notice that the other two back pain sufferers are similarly placed.  We are able to sit in these chairs without 
suffering damage to our backs.  The general ambience and the arrangements in here are excellent.  We need to 
get used to it but it is well designed, well set out and a great credit to you, Mr President, your officers and your 
staff.  I noticed that during question time the staff had the routine down very efficiently and handled it 
remarkably well, and they are to be congratulated for that.  I would also like to congratulate the leaders of the 
various parties because they have both had to come together with the movement into this Chamber and the new 
regime, which has not been a bad thing.  The process has put members in the mood for changing the way in 
which things are done, debate has been good and we are moving quickly through the Notice Paper.  I think we 
should all be congratulated but particularly those who have led the way in setting up the new system. 

Onslow Airfield 

HON JOHN FISCHER (Mining and Pastoral) [5.53 pm]:  I will make a few comments about the transport 
network, which is always vital, particularly to a country like Australia where 85 per cent of the population is 
situated near the major metropolitan centres while the major wealth generators are situated in remote rural 
locations in sparsely populated areas.  It is of vital importance that we maintain and protect these vital 
communication links.   

Australia is heavily dependent on the mining and agricultural industries for its economic wellbeing.  These 
industries provide the economic powerhouse for the Australian economy and it was fitting to see that the last 
federal budget reflected this view.  The federal Government gave additional funding of $1.3 billion over five 
years to upgrade Australia’s security, which included $190 million in airport security.  We all live together in a 
symbiotic relationship and we pay taxes in order to enjoy basic services and facilities.  The theory is great but in 
practice in Australia we know that the bush is forever short-changed at the expense of the metropolitan areas.   

I bring to members’ attention the case of Onslow in Western Australia.  Onslow is a remote town where an 
airfield is an important and strategic link to the outside community.  It lies between Exmouth and Karratha and, 
until recently, was a sleepy hollow.  Last year, Onslow Salt Pty Ltd started a 3.5 million-tonne-a-year operation.  
The Barrow Island gas line goes past the town and with the expected development of the Gorgon gas field, 
Onslow is set to expand as the town that will service these very important industries to Western Australia. 

The town at present is changing.  It has had a new sea wall put in place and streetscaping is making it an 
attractive place in which to live and to visit.  In fact, I would go as far as to say that Onslow is one of the best 
kept secrets as far as tourism goes.  All of the employees who work at Onslow Salt live in the town.  There is no 
fly in, fly out operation.  It is not inconceivable that tourism will develop as the coast hosts a very attractive reef 
with many offshore islands and even more attractive sunsets.  The local supermarket owner has just invested 
some $480 000 in infrastructure because he believes the town is set to grow.   

The previous Onslow aerodrome was badly affected by cyclone Vance.  Since then a number of grants totalling 
$1.83 million were accumulated to repair this runway, made up as follows: the cyclone Vance reparation grant of 
$300 000; the regional airport development grant of $890 000; the Shire of Ashburton grant of $51 000; and a 
loan facility of $590 000.  For this money, a 30 metre by 1 600 metre gravel strip was built on higher ground.  
Unfortunately, when the next cyclone comes along it is expected that the runway will be washed away, at least in 
part, the main reason being that it is not sealed.  A sand seal with a two-coat aggregate would protect this runway 
for some 10 years and in the minimum case scenario, a single sand-seal coat, which would last between one and 
a half to two years, would cost somewhere in the region of $200 000.   

This coastline, as we are aware, is subject to cyclone activity.  In 1926, the town of Onslow was flattened by a 
cyclone and it was then relocated to its present position.  Given this fact, it seems that the most cost-effective 
option would be to seal this runway now before it is destroyed again.  In the best case scenario - we are fully 
aware of the price context in these operations - a 10-year seal would be put on the runway.  However, given the 
increasing development within this town, it would seem prudent to have a runway built that can take heavier 
twin-engine aircraft or even a Skywest plane.  At present, no jets can land on this new runway and all planes 
have a payload restriction as well as a restriction on landing times depending on the heat etc.  This is because the 
new runway is too short.  It is 1 600 metres long when it really should have been 1 800 metres long.  When the 
town was nothing more than a sleepy hollow, it was acceptable to have an airstrip that was built to Royal Flying 
Doctor Service standards.  However, now that the town is growing and servicing the mining industry, it is 
important that the new facilities are built to more than a minimum standard.  A number of operators have 
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expressed an interest in servicing the town if it has an appropriate runway.  Skippers Aviation Pty Ltd has 
indicated that it would consider a weekly cargo run and National Jet Systems (WA) Pty Ltd is considering a 
service and, yet, the 1 600 metre length and the fact that the strip is not sealed hampers this progress.  In the 
event of a major security risk in the area I am afraid that this runway would be found well and truly wanting.  
The fact that the Barrow Island gas pipeline passes just south of the town should be reason enough to protect this 
asset from terrorist threat as well as upgrade the air links into the town.   

I commend the Shire of Ashburton for the effort it has made to get the new facility to its current level.  However, 
I am very disappointed that this Government has taken a short-sighted and minimalist approach by not sealing 
the runway.  At the very least the Government should seal the strip with a light sand seal to protect it from 
adverse weather conditions.  Given that work on the strip has only just been completed - the engineers moved 
out last Friday - no preparatory work would be necessary before a seal could be put on this new surface.  In 
addition, a 200-metre extension would cost in the vicinity of $200 000.  I add that if it had been done at the time 
of the recent work when all the equipment was in place, there would have been a saving of $50 000.  This 
Government should be far-sighted enough to protect and preserve its assets.  Now that Onslow has had up to 
$1.83 million spent on getting the runway to this stage, it has a good airstrip.  It just needs to be finished.  It 
should be protected from further erosion by way of a seal.  I ask the Government to consider this matter as a 
priority.  We are fortunate that we have just passed through the cyclone season.  However, as I mentioned earlier, 
with the number of cyclones that Onslow has experienced in the past, the extra $200 000 would have been a 
cheap application.  If one good cyclone similar to Vance or the others that have gone through the area were to 
occur, we would need to spend that money again to get the airstrip up to the condition in which it was left by the 
engineers.  I am sure the Leader of the House would agree with me.  He was recently in Onslow.  The future of 
this town is looking extremely bright.  It would be tragic if this town were to be hampered by the Government 
not going that bit further and completing the airstrip, so that its condition can be maintained in all types of 
weather.   

Anti-War March In Esperance, Comments by Hon Dee Margetts 

HON FRANK HOUGH (Agricultural) [6.00 pm]:  We should perhaps go to Dick Smiths and get a couple more 
of these mobile microphones.   

The PRESIDENT:  Order!  I do not think that we need more than one at a time, particularly during statements by 
members.   

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  Thank you, Mr President.   

I take umbrage at people venting their opinions in the Western Australian Parliament on matters that do not have 
much to do with Western Australia or with the running of the Western Australian Government.  I refer to the 
motion moved by Hon Dee Margetts on the war.  I wondered at the time what her motivation was in moving 
such a motion.  During debate on the motion I made some rather clipped comments to the member.   

Hon Paddy Embry:  Complimentary!   

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  Yes.  In reply, Hon Dee Margetts said on 18 March -  

I participated in the peace walk in Esperance.   

If one is undertaking an investigation of this issue, that put her at the scene.  She then said that she had marched 
alongside 600 people.  She also wrote in The Esperance Express of 18 March -  

Over 600 people gathered for an anti-war rally in Esperance, adding to the already strong disapproval - 

Ross Beckett of Esperance wrote in the same paper - 

In subsequent conversations with other people who saw the passing parade, the figure of 200 to 250 
people was accepted as an accurate figure.   

I questioned the member in Parliament on 18 March on her ability to count to 600 and said -   

The left-wing Trotskyites always count with their toes and fingers and come up with double the true 
crowd.  It is called an exaggeration of the facts. 

I will not repeat what I said later in that debate.  The honourable member bounced back up and said - 

Yes, I said that over 600 people turned up to a rally in Esperance.  According to the principles that have 
been enunciated for many years about how the number of people on the street represents the level of 
concern about a particular issue, the data that has been given year after year in many written papers 
indicates that every person on the street in a protest or a march represents around 10 times that number 
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of people who have similar strong views.  Those 600 people represent a large part of the Esperance 
population. 

I was still not happy with that result.  During my trip to Esperance I went to the office of the local newspaper and 
got a photocopy of the relevant newspaper articles.  One article was headed “Disgust with prospect of war unites 
hundreds”.  I counted the people in the photographs and came up with 117.  To give the member probably a bit 
more credence, I found another 40 or 50.  I struggled at 180.  The point I raise is whether the member 
deliberately attempted to mislead this Parliament.  I am not allowed to say what people in Esperance said to me, 
because it is not parliamentary; that is, that she is lying.  I would not say that because I am not able to.  The first 
question I would ask the member is whether she can count.  She must also explain her motivation.  Several 
prominent members of the Esperance community were at that march.  They struggled to count 200 people.  I 
have all the newspaper clippings.  The member continued on several occasions in Parliament to say that 600 
people were at the march.  If she had said that there were a couple of hundred people at the march, which figure 
represented whatever, I would not have taken any notice.  However, she said 600 people attended the march.  I 
received several calls, which made me follow through on this issue.  If there has been a deliberate attempt to 
mislead or coerce the House, the Standing Committee on Procedure and Privileges should perhaps look at this 
issue.   

The PRESIDENT:  Order!  The member knows that he cannot accuse a member of being a liar.  He cannot use 
that sort of language about a member or imply that a member has done such a thing.  The member will come to 
order.  He is out of order.   

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  All right, Mr President.  The figure espoused by Hon Dee Margetts was not close to the 
actual number of people counted.  The question is: why would the member stand in Parliament and quote such 
figures, which I believe to be totally incorrect?  The evidence is there.   

The member said that one can multiply crowds by 10, which would mean that 200 people represent 2 000.  
However, 14 000 people did not turn up to the march.  If that figure is multiplied by 10, the result is 140 000.  
Using the same figures quoted by the member, that means that 140 000 people in Esperance disagreed with the 
march.  If a member is going to say something in Parliament, he or she should go straight down the line and 
make sure that his or her facts are correct.   

The PRESIDENT:  If members want to raise a matter of privilege about a member misleading or deliberately 
misleading the House, the only way that can be done is by bringing before the House a substantive motion on the 
member in question.  It cannot be done by way of implication or innuendo in a speech.   

House adjourned at 6.08 pm 

__________ 
 


